Amity by Micol Ostow YP FIC OSTOW
When Connor's family moves to Amity, his nights are plagued with gore-filled dreams of demons, destruction, and revenge. Dreams he kind of likes. Dreams he could make real, with Amity's help. Ten years later, Gwen's family moves to Amity for a fresh start. Instead, she's haunted by lurid visions, disturbing voices, and questions about her own sanity. But with her history, who would ever believe her? And what could be done if they did?

Welcome to Dark House by Laurie Faria Stolarz YP FIC STOLARZ
Seven super fans have won the trip of a lifetime to meet legendary film director Justin Blake. But things quickly go from delightfully dark to dangerously deadly, when they find themselves trapped in an abandoned amusement park, forced to face their darkest demons one ride at a time.

The Merciless by Danielle Vega YP FIC VEGA
In an effort to make friends at her new school, Sofia gets involved with a group of popular girls who dislike Brooklyn, a loner who they believe to be evil.

Survive the Night by Danielle Vega YP FIC VEGA
Fresh out of rehab for oxycodone addiction, Casey and some of her friends attend an all-night rave called Survive the Night in the New York City subway, and find themselves fighting for their lives because drugs are not the only danger here--something is using the rave to attract victims, and some of them will not be coming back.

Diary of a Haunting by M. Verano YP FIC VERANO
After her parents' high-profile divorce, sixteen-year-old Paige is forced to leave Los Angeles for a rambling Victorian mansion in small-town Idaho where she soon notices strange occurrences that seem to be building toward some unspeakable horror.
**Sisters of Blood and Spirit** by Kady Cross
YP FIC CROSS
Wren, the ghost of a girl who died at birth, and Lark, her depressed misfit living twin, help a boy who saves Lark from a suicide attempt and who is being threatened by the malevolent spirit of a long-dead serial killer.

**Servants of the Storm** by Delilah S. Dawson
YP FIC DAWSON
After her best friend dies in a hurricane, high schooler Dovey discovers something even more devastating—demons in her hometown of Savannah.

**Be Not Afraid** by Cecilia Galante
YP FIC GALANTE
Since her mother's suicide, high school junior Marin has been able to see others' pain as colors and shapes, but what she sees in the head of classmate Cassie, who forced her to participate in a weird conjoining rite, is much more frightening and deadly.

**Dream a Little Dream** by Kerstin Gier
YP FIC GIER
Liv Silver, fifteen, has lived in six countries in eight years and she and her sister yearn for a real home and normalcy, but soon after moving in with her mother's boyfriend in London, Liv's dreams turn bizarre, filled with talking stone statues, mysterious corridors, and strange rituals conducted by four boys who happen to be her new classmates.

**The Fall** by Bethany Griffin
YP FIC GRIFFIN
A retelling of Edgar Allen Poe's 'The Fall of the House of Usher' in which Madeline and her twin brother, Roderick, suffer from the Usher family illness but she hears the House talking to her, filling her dreams, controlling her actions, and ensuring she never leaves the property.

**Into the Grey** by Celine Kiernan
YP FIC KIERNAN
When they must move to an isolated seashore cottage after a fire, twins Dom and Pat see a strange boy, possibly a ghost, and Pat realizes his twin is dying and only he can help by finding clues in his dreams and his grandmother's memory.

**The Murk** by Robert Lettrick
YP FIC LETTRICK
Seeking a rare flower that might cure her baby sister's illness, old Piper Canfield, her brother Creeper, friend Tad, and two guides go to the heart of the Okefenokee Swamp, where great danger awaits.

**Bloody Mary Series** by Hillary Monahan
YP FIC MONAHAN
Jess, Shauna, Kitty, and Anna follow all the rules, but when their summoning circle is broken the vengeful spirit of Bloody Mary slips through, and as the girls struggle to escape Mary's wrath, loyalties are questioned, friendships torn apart, and lives changed forever.

**Mary: the Summoning**
**Mary: Unleashed**

**Monstrous Affections: An Anthology of Beastly Tales** edited by Kelly Link
YP FIC MONSTROU
An anthology of stories explores the intersection of fear and romance, ambition and sacrifice, loneliness and rage, love requited and avenged, and the boundless potential for connection, even across extreme borders.